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Abstract
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) is showing growing performance in numerous applications - beating human performance in Chess
and Go, using knowledge bases and text sources to answer questions and even pass school student examination. In this paper, we
describe the results of AI Journey, a competition of AI-systems aimed to improve AI performance on linguistic knowledge evaluation,
reasoning and text generation. Competing systems have passed Unified State Exam (USE, in Russian), including versatile grammar
tasks (test and open questions) and an essay: a combined solution consisting of the best performing models have achieved a high score
of 69%, with 68% being an average human result. During the competition, a baseline for the task and essay parts was proposed, and 98
systems were submitted, showing different approaches to task solving and reasoning. All the data and solutions can be found on github
https://github.com/sberbank-ai/combined_solution_aij2019
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1. Introduction
Since the Turing Test was introduced (Machinery, 1950),
the number of different ways AI systems are assessed has
significantly grown (Potthast et al., 2013; Bellemare et al.,
2013; Caputo et al., 2014). Recently, the Robot College
Student Test has been proposed to confirm human-level ar-
tificial general intelligence (AGI) on the capability to enrol
in a university and take exams in the same way humans
do (Goertzel, 2014). The test requires advanced compre-
hension of natural language (NLU), along with the capabil-
ity to support reasoning, use of commonsense knowledge
and answer generation. The AI Journey competition is de-
signed to test AI systems on passing the Unified State Exam
(USE) in the Russian language in full concordance with the
official guidelines and knowledge assessment system, in-
cluding an automatically evaluated knowledge testing and
human-based evaluation of the essays.

2. Motivation
Previously, a few exam-oriented question answering con-
tests were organized in English (Clark, 2015), Chinese
(Cheng et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2017), and Japanese (Strick-
land, 2013; Fujita et al., 2014) languages. At the most
large-scale among all such contests, Allen AI Science Chal-
lenge (Clark, 2015), systems were designed to answer stan-
dard 8th grade multiple choice science questions. More so-
phisticated AI knowledge and reasoning abilities were as-
sessed in the AI2 Reasoning Challenge (ARC) as described
in (Clark et al., 2018). The Aristo system (Clark et al.,
2019) has achieved remarkable success on the Grade 8 New
York Regents Science Exam covering more than 90% of
the exam’s multiple choice and non-diagram questions, and
scored 83% on the Grade 12 Science Exam questions with
8 different approaches to human-like reasoning developed.
Another work (Saxton et al., 2019) presented a challenge
for mathematical reasoning evaluation on different math-

ematics question types. One of the state-of-the-art Trans-
former models (Vaswani et al., 2017) scored 14 out of 40
questions selected from publicly-available math exam vari-
ants for British school students of age 16.
However, the multifaceted nature of the Robot College Stu-
dent Test has still remained a landmark challenge. Rich va-
riety of different question types and tasks, still not consid-
ered by current systems, offers a milestone in exploring the
capabilities of AI (specifically, any tasks other than mul-
tiple choice ones without diagrams are excluded from the
examination (Clark et al., 2019)).
In this paper, we introduce a new challenge that extends
exam-oriented question answering to multiple versatile task
types. A satisfactory solution on the USE requires skills
and knowledge acquired at school in spelling, orthoepy, text
logic, grammar, punctuation, stylistics, semantics and text
interpretation as well as writing essays. Thus, the competi-
tion includes the examination procedure fully equivalent to
that of the human test-takers in order to test AI capabilities
of natural language understanding, reasoning, text genera-
tion and commonsense knowledge.

3. Competition Methods
AI systems competition based on tasks tailored for human
examination requires a new framework which allows for
automatic and manual solution evaluation, data leakage and
cheating prevention, and unique submission procedure.
The submissions are rated in full concordance with the
official USE assessment guide. The score of each task
is summed and the resulting number is called a primary
score. Primary scores lie within the range from 0 to 58
(greater is better). After the primary score is calculated, an
official mapping table is used to calculate the secondary
score that lies between 0 and 100 (greater is better). For
instance, the primary score of 1 is mapped to the secondary
score of 3, 27 is mapped to 50, and 58 is mapped to 100.
The mapping is monotonous (the larger the primary score,
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the larger the secondary score), but it is not linear. We also
refer to the scores in specific tasks as primary scores since
such they have not passed the primary-to-secondary map-
ping yet. The secondary score of a test-taker is the result-
ing grade of their solution. A solution as well as a human
test-taker can achieve a score up to 100 points. According
to the statistics for the students evaluation, the average USE
score is 68 points. A score of 36 points allows applying to
a university, while a score of 24 points is required to get a
graduation certificate.

3.1. Submission Procedure
In order to prevent potential data leakage and manual exam
solving, we propose a competition format which allows the
test set to be hidden from the participants and the sub-
missions to be assessed in the isolated environment using
Docker1. The solution is required to be archived in a ZIP
file and contain:

• a meta-link to a publicly available Docker image of the
solution from Docker Hub2 thus allowing for devel-
oping systems with any set of preferred libraries and
programming languages, and

• a script deploying an HTTP service which supports the
following HTTP requests: GET (checking for the so-
lution initialization, e.g. loading models) and POST
(sequential receiving of the examination variants and
sending the answers back in JSON format).

All the submissions are run under the same restrictions:

• 4 vCPU;

• RAM: 16 GB;

• Any access to the Internet is blocked;

• GET request time before task inference: 10 minutes;

• POST request time: 30 minutes;

• A single POST request should be completed before
sending the next one;

• Maximal unarchived solution size: 20 GB;

• the Docker image size of 20 GB.

3.2. Data and format
The exam consists of 27 question types:

• 26 versatile test type tasks on different high school
curriculum themes (orthoepy, grammar, punctuation,
stylistics, text analysis, etc.);

• writing an essay based on a text extracted from fiction.

Each examination question includes the following meta-
fields: task id, text (question task text), question type,

1https://docker.com
2https://hub.docker.com/

Figure 1: An example of examination task format.

attachments (a set of attached files, if any), meta (ques-
tion source, originating exam topic), choices (arbitrary key-
value pairs of choice id and choice extracted from the ques-
tion task text), answer type (the format for automatic an-
swer evaluation), solution (question task answer) and score
(maximum number of points for the task).
Answer type could be the following: 1) choice (choosing
one option from the list); 2) multiple choice (choosing a
subset of options from the list); 3) matching (correct match-
ing of objects from two sets); 4) text (open answer in the
form of arbitrary text).
The answer type is a string or an array of strings. If a task
answer is an arbitrary phrase, it is required to be lowercased
and contain no white spaces. For example, ’[“1”, “3”]’ or
‘delochesti’ (‘matterofhonour’).
The training set of 135 unique variants was collected from
publicly available sources3, with subsequent formatting
(see Fig. 1). The participants were allowed to use any addi-
tional data to develop the systems.
Since using publicly available variants of the USE as a
test set could result in a data leakage, experts from the
Higher School of Economics created 60 unique variants of
the same methodological standard instead. The variants are
randomly split into the public test set (30 variants) and the
private test set (30 variants).

3.3. Evaluation pipeline
Check phase
The submissions are evaluated on publicly available set of
questions with known answers. For the check phase, a
small sample from the training set is used. This phase is
important for testing the solutions for potential errors and
issues in evaluation system interaction. Evaluation result
and system output are fully available for the participant.

Public Test
The submissions are evaluated on a hidden set of questions
manually created by experts. Results on the public test set

3https://rus-ege.sdamgia.ru, https:
//yandex.ru/tutor
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form a leader board during the active stage of the competi-
tion. Tasks and answer options within tasks are randomly
rearranged each evaluation for further defence against the
leader board probing and retrieving any information from
the hidden test data.

Private Test
The submissions are evaluated on another hidden set of
questions manually created by experts. Results on the pri-
vate test set determine competition winners.

Evaluation objectives
Each examination question is evaluated by task type spe-
cific metrics: choice - accuracy; multiple choice - union /
intersection; matching - the proportion of correctly matched
pairs; text - special evaluation function, followed by a re-
quest for human-expert assessment.

3.4. Essay evaluation
Essay evaluation procedure comprises of two stages: au-
tomatic preliminary evaluation and manual expert assess-
ment. The automatic preliminary evaluation is a helpful
utility for the assessors which provides basic superficial
evaluation of the generated texts for them to meet the fol-
lowing criteria:

• no plagiarism of either fiction texts or human-written
essays;

• correct spelling;

• good sentence connectivity, absence of tautology;

• language errors (slang, swearing);

• paragraph structure;

• text length (in words).

If a submitted essay’s originality score is less than 60%, it
is automatically scored 0 points. The participant gets in-
formed about it and is proposed to submit a new solution
for expert assessment.
Manual essay assessment is carried out by experts who fol-
low the official USE guidelines4. The guidelines require an
essay to meet the criteria listed below (in addition to the
automatically scored ones):

1. a problem is stated in the source text;

2. there are comments to the problem with at least two
examples provided;

3. author’s attitude is spotted;

4. there are comments to the author’s attitude;

5. the essay is semantically integral;

6. the writing style is accurate and expressive;

7. punctuation is correct;

4http://obrnadzor.gov.ru/common/upload/
news/infomaterial/ESOCO_eng_Print.pdf

8. the essay conforms with

• language norms;

• writing norms;

• ethical norms;

9. the essay is factually accurate.

The essay should be of not less than 150 words and should
be thematically and problematically related to the short text
given in the task - usually some excerpt from a fiction book
included in the high school curriculum, containing a moral
or philosophical problem.
Essays are evaluated by the experts in the assessment sys-
tem developed by the organizers. Each essay is checked
by three experts independently. The expert assessments are
automatically compared, and in case of significant assess-
ment difference the submission is additionally evaluated by
an expert who have not seen this essay.

4. Baseline
The baseline proposed by the organizers’ team5 scored 30
points out of 100 and was organized as follows:

• the task classifier - receives JSON with the input task,
determines the task type and then calls a script that
solves tasks of the specific type;

• solver script for each of the 27 types of tasks. Each
script imports embedding models (embedders), clas-
sifiers and knowledge bases relevant to the given task
from a common pool;

• embedders: BERT embedder multilingual(Devlin et
al., 2019) model for obtaining vector representations
at word-, sentence-, and text-level;

• language models - we used the n-gram frequency base
of the Russian National Corpus (RNC)6 for tasks of
grammatical error detection and spelling;

• morphology and syntax parsers - pymorphy2 (Ko-
robov, 2015) and UDPipe(Straka and Straková, 2017)
were used to determine the part of speech, case, num-
ber, gender, the normal form of a word and the con-
nections between words; classifiers for making spe-
cific decisions: binary classifiers for punctuation tasks
to where to put a comma, a dash, a colon, etc.

• knowledge bases - an orthoepic dictionary (a dictio-
nary of the accepted pronunciation including word
stress) - as in the school dictionaries. a dictionary
of tropes - literary means: synonyms, antonyms,
paronyms, idioms, etc., collected from publicly avail-
able resources. a collection of school essays on classi-
cal literature - for finetuning the generative model.

• essay models - the baseline model for writing included
the following solution:

5https://github.com/sberbank-ai/
ai-journey-2019

6http://www.ruscorpora.ru/
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Figure 2: Baseline solution architecture.

1. LDA(Blei et al., 2003) thematic modelling +
templates

2. TextRank(Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) + templates

3. ULMFit AWD LSTM(Howard and Ruder, 2018)
model

The final essay was obtained by following these steps.

1. At first, LDA was used to determine the theme of
the source text and a corresponding introduction
template was selected, e. g., “The topic of par-
ents and children is covered by many classics of
literature”.

2. Then, TextRank was used to extract the most im-
portant sentences of the source text, and they
were inserted into templates such as: “The po-
sition of the author is expressed in the following
sentences:”, “This paragraph outlines the opinion
of the author...”

3. Subsequently, the resulting tests with filled gaps
were given as an input to the AWD LSTM fine-
tuned on the school essays, which generated a
continuation up to a limit of 450 words.

5. Participants’ Solutions Review
During the competition, 98 teams submitted their solutions,
each of which could receive an automatic assessment of the
test part an unlimited number of times, and receive a man-
ual assessment of the essay 12 times. There were 2355 sub-
missions in total.7

5.1. Best Approaches to Specific Tasks
We present the analysis of the best solutions of the top 10
teams below, considering all types of exam tasks.

7https://contest.ai-journey.ru/en/
leaderboard

5.1.1. Semantics - tasks 1, 3, 24
Task 1 - select one or more sentences containing the gen-
eral information on the task text with 5 choices provided
(Answer type: multiple choice)
Baseline Solver: maximum cosine similarity between
sentence-level embedding of the choice and text-level em-
bedding of the task text.
Best solutions:
The two commands with the best solutions approached this
task by

1. choosing the options with the highest cosine similarity
upon the fasttext(Bojanowski et al., 2016) vectors,

2. by returning the two closest options, since all of the
sentences relevant to the text are expected to be close
(closeness is determined by the cosine similarity of the
options’ BERT embeddings).

Task 3 - select the most relevant word meaning in the given
context with 5 choices provided (Answer type: choice)
Baseline Solver: maximum cosine similarity between
sentence-level embedding of the word meaning and text-
level embedding of the task-text.
The best solutions approached this problem either by treat-
ing the problem as a masked task and solved it with BERT
or by crawling a large additional amount of test variants.
Task 24 - find specific literary means in the given range
of enumerated sentences; typically, contextual synonyms,
contextual antonyms, phraseological units, etc. (Answer
type: text)
Baseline Solver: a combination of knowledge base re-
trieved from publicly available synonym, antonym, and
phraseology dictionaries, sentence preprocessing procedure
and rules.
Best solutions include a component-based approach where
synonyms and antonyms are found with fasttext, idioms are
extracted by means of dictionary lookup, and in all other
cases, the system simply returns the least frequent word
in the text that is also not a proper name. They also in-
clude a component-based approach that combines rules,
morphological analysis by the Python library Mystem8,
Word2Vec(Mikolov et al., 2013) and dictionary lookup.

5.1.2. Orthoepy - task 4
Task 4 - select one word with correct or incorrect stress out
of 5 marked words (Answer type: text)
Baseline Solver: use of the knowledge base retrieved from
the train tasks.
Best solutions: an improved version of the baseline ap-
proach where dictionary lookup is combined with memo-
rizing correct and erroneous word stresses and improving
the rules to choose the right option; using dictionaries and
rules to score candidates.

5.1.3. Grammar - tasks 5-8
Task 5 - select and replace an incorrect word with a
paronym (i. e. a word of similar spelling and pronunci-
ation but different meaning) within 5 sentences (Answer
type: text)

8https://pypi.org/project/pymystem3/
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Baseline Solver: a combination of UDPipe to extract syn-
tactic relations, knowledge base retrieved from publicly
available paronym dictionaries to get candidates and bi-
gram frequency dictionary to rank the candidates.
Three systems scored the highest upon this task. All three
use dictionary lookup to retrieve potential candidates. Al-
though they use different approaches to score those candi-
dates. One system treats the problem as a masked task and
uses BERT to score potential replacements. The other ex-
tracts several features (including morphological properties
and ngram frequency data) and scores the candidates with
a custom formula. The third system does the scoring by
means of fasttext, which is used to calculate the similar-
ity between each word in the sentence and its context, rep-
resented as the average of the fasttext vectors of all other
words. In the same manner, the similarity between poten-
tial candidates and their supposed contexts is calculated.
The candidate with the highest difference between the sim-
ilarity of original word and the similarity of the replacement
is then retrieved.
Task 6 - select and exclude (typically, a redundant word) or
replace a grammatically incorrect word with a correct word
form (Answer type: text)
Baseline Solver: word exclusion based on a combination
of sentence preprocessing procedure and maximum cosine
similarity on sentence-level embeddings of generated bi-
grams.
Best solutions: pairwise comparison of fasttext embeddings
of all nouns and verbs with exception of stop words; a dic-
tionary lookup approach with a fallback to word2vec and
cosine similarity in case the lookup is failed.
Task 7 - select and replace a grammatically incorrect word
with a relevant word form within the given context from 5
word phrases (Answer type: text).
Baseline Solver: few-shot classification on word-level em-
beddings of the task choices with the incorrect word con-
sidered as the less frequent word in the Russian National
Corpus.
Best solutions: scoring candidates with n-gram models and
morphological analysis; a sophisticated system of rules that
includes custom dictionaries; an improved version of the
baseline that includes dictionary lookup.
Task 8 - one-to-one matching of 5 grammatical error types
with 9 provided sentences (Answer type: matching).
Baseline Solver: a combination of UDPipe to extract gram-
matical and syntactic relations, sentence preprocessing pro-
cedure and rules to generate grammatical error candidate.
Best solutions: using BERT for multi-class classification; a
complex rule-based approach.

5.1.4. Spelling - tasks 9-15
Task 9 - select one or more word sets; there is a gap in each
word root corresponding to vowels in easily misspelled po-
sitions (Answer type: multiple choice).
Baseline Solver: a combination of rules and knowledge
base retrieved from the train tasks.
Best solutions: a dictionary, a morphological analyzer and
frequencies of word n-grams; an intricate system of rules
based on regular expressions.
Task 10 - select one or more word rows in which all the

words should have the same letter instead of a gap; the gap
is within a prefix or morpheme boundary (Answer type:
multiple choice).
Baseline Solver: use of knowledge base retrieved from py-
morphy2 dictionaries.
Best solutions: morphological analysis and dictionary
lookup; a version of the baseline approach with more com-
plex rules; a version of the baseline approach with a custom
knowledge base.
Task 11 - select one or more word rows in which all the
words (typically, nouns and adjectives) should be com-
pleted with the same letter; the open gap is placed within
a prefix or morpheme boundary (Answer type: multiple
choice).
Baseline Solver: use of knowledge base retrieved from py-
morphy2 dictionaries.
Best solutions: a complex component-based approach with
custom dictionaries, morphological analysis and rules; a lo-
gistic regression fit on word features to predict the missing
letter.
Task 12 - select one or more word rows in which all the
words (typically, verbs and gerunds) should be completed
with the same letter; the open gap is placed within a suffix
or morpheme boundary (Answer type: multiple choice).
Baseline Solver: use of knowledge base retrieved from py-
morphy2 dictionaries.
Best solutions: same as in task 11.
Task 13 - select one out of 5 sentences in which the
specified word is written separately with the previous one
in the given context (Answer type: text).
Baseline Solver: few-shot classification on word-level em-
beddings of the task choices with representatives retrieved
from train tasks.
Best solutions: using BERT for binary classification
(remarkably, this solution achieved 0 per cent error rate for
that task on the private test set).

Task 14 - select one out of 5 sentences in which two spe-
cific words (typically, complex conjunctions) are written
separately in the given context (Answer type: text).
Baseline Solver: few-shot classification on word-level em-
beddings of the task choices with representatives retrieved
from train tasks.
Best solutions: a combination of morphological analysis,
language n-gram models and rule-based approach; getting
the impossible spellings out of consideration by means of
pymorphy2 and scoring the remaining candidate spellings
with BERT after replacing the candidate word with a
[MASK] token.

Task 15 - select gaps (up to 9 gaps in a sentence) corre-
sponding to the specified spelling, typically “H” or “HH”
letter combination within an affix or morpheme boundary
in the given context (Answer type: text).
Baseline Solver: few-shot classification on word-level
embeddings of the words containing gaps - classification is
carried out on the embeddings of representatives retrieved
from train tasks
Best solutions: a combination of morphological analysis,
language n-gram models and rule-based approach; BERT
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classifier trained to predict whether a masked gap stands
for a letter combination mentioned in the task definition.

5.1.5. Punctuation - tasks 16-21
Task 16 - restore the punctuation in 5 task choices and
select one or more sentences containing only one comma
(Answer type: multiple choice).
Baseline Solver: CatBoostClassifier9 trained on the
features obtained with CountVectorizer10 POS-tag
ngram range of 4.
Best solutions: feature extraction with dependency parsing
with UDPipe and classification with a random forest; an
LGBM classifier upon a bag of word n-grams and a bag of
pos-tag n-grams.

Tasks 17-20 - restore sentence punctuation and select the
gaps (up to 11 gaps) corresponding to the comma in the
given context (Answer type: multiple choice)
Baseline Solver: CatBoostClassifier trained to predict the
comma given the POS-tag window of 3 as categorical
features.
Best solutions: replacing each placeholder with a [MASK]
token, using BERT’s output to decide if this placeholder
replaces a comma, carefully chosen probability thresholds
(individual for each task).

Task 21 - select 2 or more sentences that share the same
syntactic rule on the use of versatile punctuation marks
(Answer type: multiple choice).
Baseline Solver: siamese bi-LSTM network trained to
predict whether the given pair of sentences share the same
syntactic rule. This network takes two different sentences
as input and then use a single bi-LSTM followed by two
dense layers to perform the binary classification. The
weights of the bi-LSTM and the dense layers are shared
for both of the sentences.
Best solutions: morphological analysis (pymorphy2) and
rule-based approach; an LGBM classifier fit on TF-IDF
and morphological features from pymorphy2.

5.1.6. Logic - tasks 2, 22
Task 2 - fill in a gap between sentences or text parts
with the most relevant logical connector or a conjunction
without choices provided (Answer type: text).
Baseline Solver: multi-layer perceptron classifier trained
on sentence-level embedding of the task text trained to
predict a connector as a categorical feature.
Best solutions: using a custom list of candidates and scor-
ing them as a masked task with BERT; combining BERT’s
masked tasks, morphological analysis (pymorphy2) and a
custom list of candidates.

Task 22 - select one or more statements relevant to a

9https://catboost.ai/docs/concepts/
python-reference_catboostclassifier.html

10scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/
generated/sklearn.feature_extraction.text.
CountVectorizer.html

task text content with 5 choices provided (Answer type:
multiple choice).
Baseline Solver: maximum cosine similarity between
sentence-level embedding of a choice and text-level
embedding of the task text.
Best solutions: training BERT for a binary classification
that outputs 1 if a choice is relevant to the task text, using
BERT embeddings of options and their closest neighbours
in the task text as features.

5.1.7. Discourse and text analysis - tasks 23, 25-26
Task 23 - select one or more relevant or irrelevant state-
ments concerning versatile discourse types of task text
sentences (Answer type: multiple choice).
Baseline Solver: a combination of rule-based multi-class
discourse type classification, text preprocessing procedure
and Logistic Regression trained to predict whether the
statement is or is not of the specific discourse type.
Best solutions: scoring the candidates upon the cosine
similarity of word2vec embeddings; a fine-tuned approach
based on the baseline solver.

Task 25 - select a sentence which is linked to the previous
one with a versatile connector within the specified sen-
tences range, if any (Answer type: choice).
Baseline Solver: a combination of sentence preprocessing
procedure and rule-based classification.
Best solutions: a rule-based approach based upon dictio-
nary lookup and custom list of connectors of various types.

Task 26 - one-to-one matching of 4 sentences with 9
out of 40 possible versatile literary means (Answer type:
matching).
Baseline Solver: an ensemble of rule-based target class
unification, sentence preprocessing procedure and Logistic
Regression trained to predict whether a sentence is of
specific literary means
Best solutions: using BERT for multi-class classification;
combining the baseline approach with the rules.

5.1.8. Essay - task 27
Almost all of the best solutions use templates (in one
way or another) rather than generation – largely due to
the human evaluation procedure, which turned out to be
strict for generative models - the experts reacted very
negatively to the generation errors in the text. In the
framework of the experiments, the participants applied
not only ULMFit but also GPT2, but these solutions did
not receive enough points. The generation of non-existent
books and characters, inhuman grammatical errors made a
logical boundary, beyond which the generation result is not
considered a text already, but a meaningless bag of words.

The best solution achieved 68% of the maximum score on
average of 3 topics.
The solution is based on original templates for an intro-
duction, author’s attitude, an agreement with the author’s
attitude, a conclusion. The theme classifier determines
the subject of the text based on the match with the given
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keywords and corresponding theme names. The author’s
full name is extracted from the source text and the task so
that the binding to the topic looks natural. For part of the
argumentation, a knowledge base was compiled containing
argumentation on existing topics, collected from textbooks
and websites. All templates are randomly selected from
a subset, joined together, the author’s full name and
argument are substituted. The output of the solution is a
completely coherent and logical text containing 70% of the
original material.
Second Best Essay - 59% of the maximum score on
average of 3 topics.
The second-best solution is similarly based on templates,
but it utilizes multilingual Universal Sentence Encoder11

for the problem and author’s attitude retrieval. Firstly, the
most relevant problem and author’s attitude are obtained,
where relevance is measured by cosine similarity between
the text and problems Universal Sentence Encoder em-
beddings. Then, a supportive argument for the author’s
attitude is found similarly.

The most interesting solutions with lower scores have the
following interesting architectural solutions:

• NER for extracting the names of the mentioned heroes
in the source text and binding to them,

• a generative retelling of the source text using the
summa library12,

• a classifier of possible topics on fasttext,

• periphrases of sentences with the help of synonyms
and joining of these pre-prepared sentences from
original school essays.

5.2. Best Solution
In this section, we briefly describe the most notable distinc-
tions of the winning solution which is based on the base-
line and has scored 59 out of 100 on the private test set.
Various applications of RuBERT (Kuratov and Arkhipov,
2019) embeddings and RuBERT model fine-tuning on spe-
cific tasks and use of additional data has demonstrated su-
periority over other task solving methods:

• Combination of cosine similarity over RuBERT word
contextual embeddings and use of knowledge base
(Task 3);

• Combination of RuBERT MaskedLM and knowledge
base (Task 5);

• RuBERT binary classifier trained to predict a masked
suffix in the given context (Task 15);

11https://tfhub.dev/google/
universal-sentence-encoder/1

12https://pypi.org/project/summa/

• RuBERT binary classifier fine-tuned to predict if a
masked placeholder contains a comma in the given
context (Task 16-21);

• Fine-tuned RuBERT multi-class classifier (Task 8,
26);

• Combination of the multilingual Universal Sentence
Encoder (Cer et al., 2018) embeddings and fine-tuned
RuBERT binary classifier (Task 22).

The winning solution is widely used by the organizers for
assembling the best collective solution which has achieved
a score of 69 points, with the best solver for each type of
task.

5.3. Best Results for each task
The table below shows the final best scores for all exam
tasks collected from all participants’ solutions.

task primary score13 task primary score5

task 1 0,70 task 15 0,83
task 2 0,53 task 16 0,90
task 3 0,70 task 17 0,90
task 4 0,97 task 18 0,56
task 5 0,66 task 19 0,86
task 6 0,43 task 20 0,90
task 7 0,90 task 21 0,50
task 8 0,86 task 22 0,63
task 9 0,83 task 23 0,30
task 10 0,97 task 24 0,33
task 11 0,90 task 25 0,73
task 12 0,77 task 26 0,75
task 13 1,00 task 27 0,68
task 14 0,83

6. Competition Results
The table 1 below shows the results of the top 10 teams.
Points for test tasks and for the essay part are taken into ac-
count separately. The final score was obtained using the of-
ficial scale (nonlinear) for the transfer of the total scores for
the test and the essay to a 100 point scale.14 Final grades for
the test are obtained by averaging the score for 30 test vari-
ants; final grades for the essay were obtained using manual
assessment and averaging the grades on a sample of 3 essay
themes.
As a result of the competition, there were presented many
approaches to solving NLU problems; the best solution
had 63 points out of 100, including all examination parts
that humans pass - open and closed questions, and essay.
AI Journey is the first competition of its kind, which can
slightly detract from the disadvantage that some of the solu-
tions are definitely using pure engineering approach. Many
individual tasks show approximately the same error rate
for the solutions based on the engineering approach in the
one hand and universal models (for example, BERT) on

13Primary and secondary scores are discussed in Section 3.
14https://4ege.ru/novosti-ege/

4023-shkala-perevoda-ballov-ege.html
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Team name Place Test Score Essay Score Total (max 100) Number of submissions
qbic 1 0.59 0.59 59.77 48
Bilbo Bagging 2 0.61 0.53 58.47 170
Magic City 3 0.43 0.68 55.63 115
borsden 4 0.46 0.56 53.4 74
Ololosh AI 5 0.49 0.44 50.93 150
nice 6 0.37 0.58 49.7 40
Niw 7 0.62 0.20 49.2 111
stickman 8 0.50 0.21 43.77 70
Orcs 9 0.38 0.37 43.77 19
Lamoda.AI 10 0.53 0.12 42.73 206
Best combined15 0.69 0.68 69 -

Table 1: Top 10 teams from final leader board for the AI Journey competition.

the other hand, but universal solutions are much easier to
scale and transfer to tasks of slightly different formulations,
which makes them certainly better, although this criterion
not evaluated in the competition.
It should be noted that for two months of the competition,
participants of various levels, from student teams to indus-
trial companies, showed a high quality of their solutions,
moreover, the level of solutions has been gradually rising
until the very end of the competition. We now plan to make
the leaderboard permanent and support the submissions of
new solutions, and welcome participants who want to get
the highest score with us.
We hope that the data, baseline and open source solutions
will be a new start for the community of scientists and NLP-
developers, and the resulting technologies will contribute to
question-answer systems, knowledge bases, education ap-
plications, text writing assistants and so on16.

7. Discussion
The proposed competition design provides a reusable
framework for future competitions and environments for
general question answering problems. Containerized for-
mat solves multiple common issues in competition organi-
zation: reproducible results (Tatman et al., 2018; Likhoma-
nenko et al., 2015), secure environment with hidden test
data, high flexibility in tools and approaches used by partic-
ipants. Proposed data and evaluation format is suitable for
many question answering problems including other knowl-
edge domains like natural sciences and computer program-
ming. This format could be easily extended to more sophis-
ticated problems like Visual Question Answering (Gordon
et al., 2017) by simple addition of relevant attachment files.
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